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Children hold stereotypical views that
'brilliance' is a male trait: Study
ANI 
27 Jul 2022, 00:18 GMT+10

Washington [US], July 26 (ANI): Children hold stereotypical views that 'brilliance' is a male trait,
and this belief strengthens as they grow up to the age of twelve, researchers have reported.

The study led by Nanyang Technological University, Singapore (NTU Singapore) in collaboration
with New York University, was published in the scientific journal Child Development in May 2022.
It involved 389 Chinese Singaporean parents and 342 of their children aged 8 to 12.

Tests were carried out to measure the extent to which parents and their children associate the
notion of brilliance with men, and to probe the relationship between parents and their children's
views.

The study defined brilliance as an exceptional level of intellectual ability and results showed that
children are as likely to associate brilliance with men, as their parents are.

This belief was stronger among older children and stronger among those children whose
parents held the same view.

While previous research on gender stereotypes has found the idea that giftedness is a male trait
can emerge at around the age of six, it was not known whether and how this stereotype changes
over the course of childhood, until now.

Lead author of the study, Associate Professor Setoh Peipei from NTU Singapore's School of
Social Sciences, said the Singapore-based study is the first to identify that the tendency to
associate brilliance with men (also known as the 'brilliance equals to men' stereotype) increases
in strength through the primary school years, and reaches the level of belief seen in adults by the
age of 13.
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Provided by Xinhua
RAMALLAH/GAZA, J
24 (Xinhua) -- The
Palestinians on Sund
condemned the killin
two Palestinians dur
clashes ...
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SEOUL, South Korea: So
Korea and the United St
will restart previously
suspended training duri
their scheduled August 
military ...
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ATHENS, Greece: Sa
Crown Prince
Mohammed bin Sal
is visiting Greece th
week to meet Prime
Minister Kyriakos
Mitsotakis, the ...
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"Stereotypical views about how boys are smarter than girls can take root in childhood and
become a self-fulfilling prophecy," said Prof Setoh. "For girls, this may lead them to doubt their
abilities, thus limiting their ideas about their interests and what they can achieve in life.""Our
research work shows parents must also be included in policies and school programmes to
effectively combat children's gender stereotypes from a young age," she added.

For example, as previous studies have found that parents use different explanation styles for
daughters and for sons, the research team said programmes to train parents and teachers to be
mindful of balancing their behaviour during interactions with children -- especially with girls --
could be introduced.

The authors say the study offers evidence to support Singapore's push to close the gender gap
in the Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics (STEM) sectors.

While Singapore has the second highest in the world OECD PISA scores in mathematics,
science and reading, a recent study by the Promotion of Women in Engineering, Research, and
Science (POWERS) programme at NTU Singapore found that women in Singapore are less
confident in their math and science abilities compared to men. Women are also more likely than
men to perceive gender barriers to STEM career entry and career progress. (ANI)
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TOKYO, Japan: 31,000
new coronavirus case
were reported in Toky
July 21, setting a new
day record since the .
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WASHINGTON D.C.: Th
Pentagon said this wee
that the U.S. State
Department has appro
arms and equipment s
worth more ...
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Seven-time Pro Bowl
receiver Julio Jones 
signing a one-year
contract with the Tam
Bay Buccaneers, ESP
reported Tuesday. ...
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